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1THE RIGin AND LKVKLOPJJEIIT OK THE KUUDAlEUTAL TEEOKJiA:
OF
PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY.
Introduction.
Altho nary of the theoreiEs of Projective Geometry were
krown to the ancient geometers. Projective Geometry as an inde-
pendent "branch of Geometry is a product of the nineteenth century.
Projective Geometry m^ y be defined as that branch of Geometry
which deals only with quality and therefore treats as equivalent,
form.s whose difference is purely quantitative. It Is purely
geometric in nature.
The publication of Poncelet's Traite des Proprie'tes
Projective des ?igures in 1822 marks the beginning of irojective
Geom.etry as an independent branch of Geoffietry. The first writers
upon the subject based their investigations upon metric properties
of projective forms. Following the works of ioncelet, Carnot, and
iteiner, Karl G. Chr, von Jtaudt insisted that if Projective
Geometry was to be purely qualitative, then its basis must be
independent of any metric consi dora.tions whatsoever.
In the transition from this m.etric to its present non-
metric or geonetric basis, the fundam.ental theorem, of Irojective
Geom.etry necessarily underwent som.e changes. ] t is the purpose of
this thesis to give the origin of the fundam.ental theorem, of
Projective Geometry and a comparative strdy of the various proofs
by which it has been established.

2Chapter I
The three priD-.itivr TorL-t: of the Tirat kind i r. projective
Geccetry fiie: the rsnge ol' points, the pencil ol' rtiya, and the
pencil (shetif; of planes. These are defined res}, ecti vely as: the
totality of points on a straight line, the totality of coplanar
rays thru a point of the plane of the rays, and the totality of
planes passing thru a straight line.
As any one of these foros ir.ay be derived fror. either of
the others hy processes '.^hich do net change the relation existing
"between the elements of the fornis, the qualitative properties
fTindaiTiental to any one of the forms are fundamental to all the
forms. The simplest of these, thpt is the range of points rn^ay
therefore he used as b hasis for the investigation of the relation
existing between the elements of two projective formes. As has been
stated tv/o projective forms whose difference is only quantitative
are treated as equivalent,
ir then the two formiS consist of only one point each,
then there e:p^ists no projectivity between them which, if a second
element of the one form be taken s rbi trari ly, would determ.ine the
corresponding element in the otner form, For the projectivity
existing between any two points whatsoever is the same. If the
formiS consist of two correapondin^' elem.ents each^ then there exists
a projectivity between the forms which limits the position of the
elemient corresponding to a third arbitrary element of the one form
to colli near! ty with the elements of the second form. Thus it is
seen that t::o pairs of corresponding elements do not suffice to
determine the projectivity existing betv/een two projective form,s.
If however the formes each consist of three pfirs of

correapondl n£' elPir.ents then thore exists a rrletion between thr
elrn.ents oi" the forms which uniuuely determines the element in the
second form corresponding to a fourth arbitrary element of the
first form. Therefore we hrve as one form of the fundamental
theorem, o f Pro jec tl ve Geometry that the pro jec tl vi ty exi sting
between tvvo pro joc tl ve forms Is unl (.uely de tcri:.ined by throe >vai rs
f corresponding elem.en ts and the erder of the! r corres j.;ondence
,
There are several lelatlons existing between the
elem.ent3 under these conditions by which this projectivlty is
determ.lnrd. The first of these tc be considered was that of the
cross-retio existing betv/'^'en the segments of a line formied by four
points of the line. In the i29th proposition of the seventh book
of his collected works. Pappus mentions the fact that if four
concurrent lines are cut by y transversal then the cross-ratio of
the segmiCnts formed on the transversal by the four concurrent lines
"S Independent of the transversal. This Is nothing more than that
cross-ratio the four segm.ents of a line formied by four points of
the line in an invariant in projection. The first treetise on this
cross-ratio of such segments is given by Mobiust It is upon this
propei ty that Jacob Steiner builds his proof for the invariant of
projective relationsT* This proof is as follows: If in figure I
Platel^p is a line perpendicular to the line 1 and if fromi any tv.o
points A and A' on the line a perpendiculars are dr^wn to the line b
then the triangles 3 A'B' and 3 A B" are similar as are t Iso the
triangles 3 ? B and A B B?
From these slmiilar triangles follows that:
* Mdbius Gesammelte A'erke Vol.1 page 219-56.
*-3telner's Gesammelte V/erke Vol. 1 page 237.

3 P
_
A B" ^ A B" ^ A'B' ...
3 B A B ^ A o
A'B '3P-AB=JB-A (2)
A'B'Since — is the sine of the angle betv/ecn the lines a and b (2)ok
may be written,
i P • A B = 3 B • A 3*sin(abl
or A B ^ o B A3 (4)
3in(abT ' 3 P
The equation (4) represents the relation existing between the lines
a and b and the points A acd B detf mined by the lines a and b
upon the line 1. These relations for the four lines are:
A B 3 E • A S A C A 3 ' 3 C /c^
3in(ab) " 3 P 3in(aci T"? * '
A_D
_
3 A * 3 D , ,^ B C _ 3 B - 3 C (^ )
Sin(adT ^-^^ 3in{bcj ' 3 P
B D 3 B 3D
sTnTMT —3~F
If (2) , (3i , (9) . (4
AD . ED ^ AC EC
Sin(ad) *3in(bd) ''3in(ac) '3in(bc) (7)
or C . A D
_
3iD(ac] 3in(ad)
B C * B D " 3in(bc) * 3in(bd) (8)
The sine of the angle made by tv;o of the lines of the pencil is
independent of the position of A' and therefore we have a definite
C D _ 3 C ' 3 D
3in(cd) '
and (5) are corcbine'! we have

c roi3i^-ratl bntween the sepnients of the 11 nr 1 ir.adr by the lines
of the pencil 3. 3lnoe this relation is invariant in projection it
gives a n.ethod of determining thn clement in the second of two
projective forms, corresponding to any arbitrary fourth element of
the first form whrn three pairs of corresponding elemients are given.
The objection raised to this rc-^thod w s that it was based
liq^Si awtrt© yelatiCRS^ thus making the basis of projective
Geometry metric and not geometric. It is tliis obstacle that Karl
G.Chr. von 3taudt overcame in his Geom>etrie der L^ge.
Chapter II
In his Geoffietrie der Iage, publi shed in 18^-7 v, otaudt
3stablishes the theorems of Projective Geometry upon a purely
geom.etric basis. Instead of defining projectivity by means of
anharmonie or cross-ratio he defines it in terms of harmiOnic division
le considers the projectivity as existing a priori rnd defines it
as the relstion existing between two linear sequences of elements
in a one-to-one correspondence of such a nature that to four
harm.onic elemients of the one sequence there correspond in the other
sequence four elements which when taken in the sam^e order are also
harm.onic
In order to justify this definition v.otaudt had tc show
that projectivity is uniquely determ^ined by three pairs of
homologous elements, taken in a definite order and of which two
form a couple. For^ harm.onic division is comipletely determdned by
three elements as i^ shovv'n by the harm.onic property of the complete
quadrangle. That is, any diagonal of a comiplete quadr&ngle is
divided harm.onically by the other two diagonals and the conc"i;rrent
pair of sides. If then three points on a line are given and a.

quadrenglr he so constructed that two oi i.osjte sldcB Irtertject In ^
and thf other two in C and one di^tgonal passes thru B then the
other diagonal v/i 11 intersect the line in a point D which is the
fourth harir.onic poirt to B with respect to A and c. Thft the
position of the point D is independent of the Cjuadr>;ngle taken is
proved by the theorem that if two con.plete quadrangles h&vc five
pairs of sides intersecting colline&r-ly then the sixth pair also
intersects on this line of colllne.'iri ty.
To prove that three pairs of hoLologous elen.ents unicuely
determine the projectivity existing between two linear, pro Jecti vo
forms v.Staudt considers the cr<se of two r?rnges of point on the
Same line. As is clearly evident this reduces the problem, to that
of showing th?^ t if two such form.s have three self^corresi ondi ng
elem.ents then all the elenents are self-corresponding and the form.s
identical. In proof of this v. Strudt^ shows' that if the two forms, i.e
the two linear sequences have all the points of a segm.ent A~^B of a
line selfrcorresponding then the sane is true for all points which
harm.oni cslly divide the Si^gment L~%, that is the two sequences have
every point of the segment L self-corresponding. If this were
not so then the segn.ent k h -> v;ould be discontinuous, and if x
and Y are tsken as two consecutive self-corresponding elem.ents of
E then woulr] not contain any self-corresponding elcEent,
but -^X Y-^ would contain at le&st one such point p. If then Y-*
be the segment which contains P, then X,Y,and ? would determine a
fourth herm-onic point R to ? with respect to X end Y which would be
in the segment X Y which is contrary to the supposition that X "y
contained no oelf-corresponding elei.ent. Therefore the sequence can
not be discontinuous and the segment X 'y can not exist.
The correctness of this proof as given by v.itaudt.

7rerralTied unquestioned until P. Klein in hia work on non-euclidean
Geometry wns led to investigate Ito validity. Klein showed that
this proof was not v; lid unless the notion of a limiting point was
applicable to Projective Geon.etry. Klein also showerl that if the
notion of a lirr.iting point I3 not admitted then the sequence forrfiOd
by repeated harmonic construction might not enter all the segments
of the line.*
proof by admitting the following postulate: If there exists upon a
line an unlimited sequence of harmonic points which do not pene-
trate segment of the line, then there exists upon the line a
uniquely determined point, called the limiting point towards which
the sequence tends. In other words Klein sdm-itted the axiom of
continuity of a line.
Accepting this axiom, T. Liiroth and E. G. Zeuthen demon-
strated that the repeated harmionic construction gives a continuous
sequence penetrating all segments of r line,** Let A and B divide
C D hf^rmonically, then if A and B remiain fixed while C and hence D
change, C and D must move in opposite directions. If however A and
C remain fixed and B and © change, then B and D move in the sam^e
direction. This reduces the problem to that of shovving th; t in an
unlimited sequence of segments of a line there exists no segment
which can not be entered by repeated harmonic construction, the
first three segments being given.
Consider as v. Staudt a line (closed at infinity) and
Klein then proposed to rem.edy this deficiency in the
designate the segments which are to the right
of the first letters A, C, reguprdless ss to whether or
* Math. Ann. 6(1873) page 139 and 7(187^) page 531-3.
**i:ath. Ann. 7(1874) page 535.

enot they contain' the point st Infinity, .3upf;0se that there exlata
on the line r seprr.ent i?' G, v;hich does not contain any point oi the
syuteir. determined by the process of repeated fourth harmonic con-
struction, snrl sup]>ose that G be the jiaxium segitent of its kind
possible. Then if ? itself is not a point of the systen then u.ll
seg-ments exterior to T^G *5nd limited by however small, will
contain some points of the system. The same m.ay be said of the point
G. let A, figure £ Plate ? , be a point of the system ^nd H end J
points satisfying the conditionLs that:
A E is harmonic to G (1)
A G is harm^onic to J' J (2)
Then designating another point of the system- on A F by B (taken for
convenience near to ?) , it is found that IC determined by
A E halrm.onic to B K (o)
is on the segment and so close( to G thbt the segment K J
contains a point of the system.. { ,^'or in the reverse case it is
possible, by leaving A and B fixed to m.akr X approach G until not
only Z has passed a point of the system but also B which m.oves in
an opposite direction is a^so a point of the system^, Designf.ting by
C a point of the system which is on the segment J~K, then as the
point L determined by
A L hfrm.onic to 15 J (4}
is on the segment H G, anri the point D determined by
.4 D hrrm.onic to E C (5/
is on the segm^ent E^L end also on Y^Q. From this follows that if
A,B,anrl C are points of the . ystem then D, harmionic to A,C and B is
iilso a point of the system*. If F is a point of the system then in
the lim.itinp c-' se B m; y coincide with F and if at the sgune tim.e G
belongs to the system then C m-- y coir.cide with G.
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ochur ovorcyv^e the diil'icuity i r, the proof of v.3t&udt*i3
theorem by postulating that if two points of a line rLOvr In oppositR
on the line then they will nie^ t on the line, i.e. thr. line is closed
at infinity.*
This point h' vin^? been set tied , Klein agtin Mttrcked v.
otaudt'3 proof by questjoning the possibility of constructing the
homologous element to any arbitrary element of the first secuence,
granting that the projectivity existing between the two sequences
is uri'^quely determined by three pairs of homologous elements. It is
clearly evident that in the case of a sequence of points and there-
fore for any sequence of projective elements thio is possible only
for those points whose ccordinptes in metric Seom.etry are defined
by rational numbers. This conclusion led Klein to believe thst the
projective correspondence was defined only for elemients whose
homologous elenents could be constructed and in order tht; t it be
possible to extend the correspondence to all points of the sequence,
it was necessary to assume the continuity of projective relation.
Klein proposed to do this by means of a hypothesis of order.
G. Darboux showed th^ t this second hypothesis was not
necessary in the der.ons tration of the fundamental theorem as given
by V. 3teudt since he assumed the projectivity as existing a priori
and therefore this hypothesis of order was a consequence of the
projectivity,**
Jederigo Enriques, by making use of the results reached by
V. Staudt and his successors and the postulate of continuity as
announced by H. Dedekind,ha3 shown th- t three pr-irs of self-
corres londi ng elements determine an identical projection.'^**
* Math. Ann. 18(1881) pige 252. ** 1,'ath. Ann 17(1880) p?g^ L5.
*** F. Enrioues, Yorlesungen "uber Projektive Gecir.eltri e , paf 84.
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He r-asona that IT there did exist a projective ty Letwren the tv^o
h' vi nf three douLle eleii en ts^whi ch was not 1 dent j cel^ then there
rr.ust exist a segment of t)ie ran^ e which has 11 and IT as end loints
which sre doublo elements but within the segment F II there ia no
double element. There is however one double element P outside the
segment 1^% and hence the fourth harmonic elenent to L, n.and ?
is a double elem.ant and within the segn.ent M II. This Is contrary to
the hypothesis and therefore the segmiCnt can not exist and the
theorem is proved.
The detniled proof of this is as follows: Let u and u' on
the line 1, figure 2 plate 1, be two projective ranges having three
corresponding double points A E C and assume that the projectivity
between u and u' is not identic?^, that is^ that there exists in u
an rlem.ent ? which is not a double element and whose homologous
elem.ent P' is distinct from P. If this be true then there miust
exist upon the line 1 a segment J^ll whose end points are double
elem.ents but within which there are no double elements. If it is
assumed that p is in the segment that does not contain C then i'
must be in the same segmient and since the pair P C separates the
pair A B then the homologous ppirs ^'C' and A'B' miUst also separate
each other. It nay also without any difficulty be assumed thst P'
follows ? in the order A B C. If then the segmient A P B be ccnsid»i.
ered, it is evident that the elements of the segm.ent p B correspond
to the elements of the segment ?'B. Then v;hen ? m.oves so as to
describe the segm.ent p~B then J the corresponding elem.ent, describes
the segment p^ in the sam,e sense. There miUst then be a first double
elemient M in the segm.ent In the limiting e.^se £ m.ey coincide
with E. In a similar m&nner there m.ust be a first double element N
in the segmient P~A, which may also be n itself.
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Thus thero exists a segrnent r. IT which has as enri points double
elerrenta but v.ithin which there are no double eien.ents. out alr.cn
at least one double element C is outside the segment Iv! IT thf*n the
fourth harmonjc . oint to I.!, IT nd C is a double element nnd is within
the segment M IT. If C is the fourth harmonic to iY,IT and C then
since C and C' separate la and i:, C'must be within the segment it
and according to the hypothesis could not be p double element. But
the three double elemii-^nts i:, IT and C determ.ine s harmiOnic range of
double elements which may be designated by (M IJ C C"j. From this it
follows that C' and C" are identical. This result is contradictory
to the hypothesis that IT container! no double elemxent and therefore
the segment Bl IT contains no point p whosr. correspond.! Bg point j. ' is
distinct from P. In like mianner it can be shown that nil elements
of the segmePut B which does not cor.tain A and also all the
elemients of the segment which does not contain B f^rr double
elements . Hence all the elements of the forms are double elements.
By defining projectivity in a similar manner i?. 3chur *
has also given proof for the fundamental theorem, ochur shows that
the projective relation between two coplanar lines is determined
when three points of g/ are made to corresponr' to three points of
. Sbhur shows
:
(1) That ? prooectivity between two lines and gj of order t7;o
can be replaced by one of order one when g^ passes thru the
point of intersection of g/ and gj.
(2] If there exists a projectivity between g/ and gj, then g^, can
be replaced by h/jwhich does not pass thru the point (g,g^) nor
contain the corresponding points j./ and _j0f g, and g^.
(3) Every projectivity between two eoplaner lines is of the type
^Math AnuV Vol. 51 page ^05. .

(1) or { c) or Is a perspectl vity.
11" then, j'lgure 3 Plate 1 g^=A^B,j 3-- (P, l^.C.C^) and
( Aj, Cy ) then the pro jecti vity thus do temi nod unjcuely
deterrcines by the aid of the point on a point
^
corresponding
to any ^oint on g^.
Chapter III
Theodore Reye in his Geometry of position, published in
1886 defines a harmonic range as a range of four collinear points
A B C D so situated that a pair of opposite sides of a coiTiXjlete
quadranglp may pass thru the first and third points of the range
while the diagonals pass thru the second and fourth of the points.
Thus it is evident that three points and their order of succession
completely determine the fourth harmonic point of the harmonic
range, Heye also gives essentially the same definition of
projectivity as is given by V. Staudt, defining two prim.itive formiS
of the first kind as projective v/hen they are so related that to
every set of four harmonic elements in the one form there
correspond four harmonic elements in the second form.
The main difference in the proof as given by Heje from
that given by v. Staudt is that Heye does not consider the
pro jecti vity as existing a priori but shows that two primitive forms
of the first kind may always be so correlated to each other thpt any
three arbitrary elements of the one form shall correspond in any
order to any three arbitrary elem^ents of the second form. If then a
fourth element be taken in the one form, then its corresponding
elemient in the second form is uniquely determined. Let A B C on u
and .'E'C on u' be the two forms o f v/hi ch A • B' C ' shall correspond
to A B C in the order namicd. If then, figure I Plate 2, a point S on
A A' but distinct from A and A' be chosen and a line u"* be drewn

thru A' end th(^n the range on u bo projected on u" from 3 then
A"B"C" are tht projections of A B C, that Is A B G A A"B"C". The
ranges on u* and u" hnve one self-corresponding j.oint (A'A") and if
S' Is taken as the point o fintersec tion of C'C" ard B'B" then
A" B" C" on u" may he considered aS the projections of A'B'C from
3'. From thi:, follows that A'B'C 'A A"B"C" and B C7\A"B"G" and
therefore A B CAA'B'C. If then A,E and G hre taken as three
elements of a harmiOnic range and D, the fourth hprmiOnic to A,B and C
be determined tLcJa D' is also uniquely determined by its projection
thru 3 and 3'. l^urther the range A'B'C 'H' is also harmionic for the
harmonic property of a range is not destroyed by projection.
Eeye next proves thet if two primiitive formes are
projective then to every continuous succession of elements in the
one forffi there corresponds a continuous succession of elements in
the other form. In the case of two ranges of pioints there are two
points i: and IT in the one range by v.'hich A is h'" rmonict-lly separated
from B and G from D, ani in accordance with the definition of ^ro-
jectivity there correspond to these ir. the other range tuo points
1' and U6 by which A' is harmonicaly separated B' and C' from D'.
On this account it is impossible for the voints a' and B' to be
separated, from e&ch other t" C' i-.r,^. Ql Hence if A and G are
separj^ted by E and D then A' a"nd C' miUSt also be separ&ted by J3 ' and
D'. Again if in one of the projective ranges any num;ber of points
A B C P Q, R :?re chosen that no tv.'c of them are
separated by the one named just before or juat after them then there
corresponri to these points, ^oirts in the other range A*B'C'
P*Q;'R' for which the sam.e relation holds. If the points
?,Q;,and R are consecutive j,oints of the rsnge then the same is true -
of the points PV^tVand E'
.

========================^^ rr-i
vor ir, jay i'' ari^^ ^' woro mot consecutive iOlnte of Ihiii ren^e
th( n there would be points U' end V which septirete therr.. yrom thib
would follow tliet the:c c>:lst loinLy U t^nd V which aeptirtr p and
(v^ which would te contrary to the supposition that r and are
consecutive points of the rfri£e.
Keye r. l30 ^ roves tliet If tv;o i>rojrctive forr;.L; have three
self-corres ending eleirents then the fcrr.s ere identical. Let the
pio jectivf forn.B \>e t?: ker. es two rf.nces of /ointa on the 3t.r;,e line.
If, BMgure £ rlatc £, u £.n<V u' are tv/o uch ranges on the line 1,
then a point which is harmonically separated fron. any of the three
selfi-corresponding I'ointa ABC by the other two rr.ust coincide with
its corresj ending point, since ty definition there alwfiys corresiond
on u' four herrnonic points to the four harn.onic points on v. and the
harmonic conjugate in resject to three others is uniquely detercii ned.
3uppose further that there is given upon the segment A B which does
not contain C, a point ? of u which does not coincide with its
coriesponding point p' on u'. If now p Eoves alon^ the range u in
the sense ABC then T' v/ill HiOve along u' in the same sense and
m.ust coincide with P in B or in a point B' before reaching B. If ?
moves in the opposite sense C B A then ?' will in this same sense
and v'ill coincide with ? in A or in A' before reaching A. In this
way there would be determined a aegii;ent A'B' is either equal to or
a pert of A B of which only the end points coincide with their
corresi^onding points, this is impossible since that point which
is harmiOnically separated from C by A' must coincide with its
corresponding point and hence f^-11 in the segrrrnt,
?rom this follo7>^s that the ranges u_ and u.' have every,
point o_f A B self-ccrrespondi ng and there fo re the ranges are
identical.. This is another form of the fundamental theorem.
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Chapter IV
In his Gcon:etrle der Lage v, ataudl mentloriB the fact
that a projectivlty n.ay he conandered as the extreirfta of a sequence
of perspectivitif s. Thus if A B C D A A'B'C'U' and
A'B'C'D' A A"B"C"D" and finally a''"£''''C"V- A a"B"C"L2--
then A B C D ;."'^B"C"D" .
By considering projectivity in this way Karl 'ffeierstrass
gives a purely geoir.etric proof for the fundaaental theorert project-
ive GeoL'.etry.* In this proof Xeierstrass Kakes use of the idea of
parallel lines and similar projective forr.s. The proof is dependent
upon several auxilijry theorems and is essfintially as given here.
After showing that it is always possible projectivoly so to
relate any three arbitrary elemiCnts of any primitive form of the
firot kind to any three elem.ents of any other primitive foemi of the
first kind, '.Teiers trass proves the following six theorems ty means
of which he then estatlishes the proof of the fundamental theorem.
(1) If a variable triangle moYes so that two of its y$ftices m^ove
along given straight lines
^
r;hile its sides always remain
parallel, then the third vertex also m-oves along a straight
line.
(2) The projcctivity existing between P::o protectively similar form.s
is uniquely determined by two pairs of corresponding elements.
(3) If the relation A E B ' co A C C exists between five points
i;.,5,B' ,C ,C ' of a tange of points then the relation
A B C CO B' C also exists.
(4) Every pencil of r? ys dotermdnes upon each of t..o parallel lines
of its plane, none of v;hich pass thru the c-^nter of thr pencil^
a range of points v;h:ch arc prcjoctively similar.
*
.Veierstrass I^athemiatische Verke Yol. Ill pa^e 161-74.

=:=============================^
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(5) Threo coplenar rnys o "b c of & pomcll Intersect each line
of a drterrrined recti on , which doci^ not paaa thru the (rr^t'^r
c 0-f the pencil, 8nd no otheij jr. a range of polnta A'B'C which 11;
protectively similar to a given range of points ABC.
(6) If two pencils of riyn abed and a/ b/ O/ l/^/nosr c-^nt' r:: r-
finite are perspecLive to the sarr.e rfn£e cf points A,B,Cfl>, then
to erch rrnge of points k h h perspective to the pencil of
rj3ys a t c d there can he correlated a crojectively sircilsr
rt-nge of points BV 0/ Li/'v;hich is perspective to the pencil
of rfjys a, b, c, d/.
oince it is ;.-03c;ihle tc ohtain any corLbinatjon of
prirrJtlve forns of the first kind fron: ranges of points by rreans cf
sections and projections, it v.ill suffice to i rove the theoreir. in
the case v;here both the forr,s are ranges of points and i:j:]d.er the
assuDiption that the auxiliL.jy forii;s by cleans of which the pioject-
ivity is established ^hall consist only of ranges of points and
pencils of rays and that the centers of the pencils shall be finite.
let A E C D and A'B' CD' be tv;o ranges of points satis-
fying these conditions. Then the range;, of points A B C D is
perspective to the pencil of re.ys abed and further the range of
points A'B'C'D' is perspective to the pencil of rays abed. The
range of points AfB,C;L,ia perspective tc the pencil of rays i/b/C/d
and the range of ^^oints A^^B^C^D^is perspective to the pencil of rays
ayb,c/d/. finally then the r^nge of points A' B' C D' is
perspective to the pencil of rays a^^b^c^dT^. Symboli cslly this is:
A B C D K a b c d A A, B, C A e , ti c, d, ^ aB^C^Di A Wj'bxCa^z A
^ ,'B:,Q3DjA ajb3C3d3 A B^C^D^ ^ a^b ^c-^d ^ ;\ A' B' C' D* A a^^b^c^ d^.
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If then any two successive pencil.--^ of the sequence
abed, a,l),c,d„ i-<^b3Cid^, ' i^^n ^ n are considered then the
auxiliary theoren. (G) can be a^'plied. Then in Jig^irc 1 i-late 3, the
pencil of rays 8/b,c,d, is pertJiective to a range of points A'/B',C',D,'
which is pi-o jecti vely similar to the rtngr of pointb A B C D.
Further the pencil of rays ^jb-^Cad^is perspective to a ran^e of
points P'j^B'^CaDjWhich is pro jec lively siir.ilar to the range of lOints
a'< B/ C Id,' and therefore to the range of points A BCD. By a
continuation of this sec,uence it follows that the pencil of rays
8i^b^ c^d-^whi ch is perspective to the range of points A' B' C D'^
which in turn is projective to a range of points A B C D is also
perspective to 8 range of points Aj^ BI^ DJ^ which is projectively
siFiilsr to a rtnge of points ^ B C B .
Since according to the auxiliary theorem (5) the pencil
of rays 8nbr>Cn intersect only the line of a determined direction
in a range of poirts A.,\ which are projectively similar to the
range of points ABC, then the range of points A^ B^ Cn is
uniquely determined by one of its points. It follows then from, the
theorem (2) that to any fourth point d of the range abed the
corresponding poin,t» d' of the projectively^ sim.ilar range of points
A^ hf^ C^ B^ is uniquely determined, and therefore d also uniquely
determines d^and hence also d' which proves the theoremi.
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Chapter V
By rr.nking use ol' the princijjle of ir.otlcn Ir. a j-dme and
similitude (Including congruence] the lundan ental thecrer.. of Pro-
jective GeoD.etry r;.ay te I'roved in the follcwine i/.anrer. .Ve first
state the theoren, in the forni: A pro jec ti ve one- to-one co rrespond -
ence "between two 1 i r.es 1 and 1' is^ perfe c tly detrrr:.ined Ly ssB urr.i n
^
any three distinct points jk
,
, A ^, A jOn 1 rnd any three di stirct
poi nts on 1 ' whi ch in any o rder A , A we let corres^ on d to
the "Ti rst three points in the corresponding order A^, A^^, A^, and
to prove the thccren: we assume 1 .vi th , A^^, ;•
^
in space tnd
"bring the point AV on 1' into coincidence v/ith . Otherwise 1'
may he ar"bitrarily directed in space hut rr.ust not coincide with 1.
Then, i^'ig. 1, rlete 4, the join^.^ of Ax rnd A^ and of A3 snd A'3
meet in a point C/, which as a centre of projection perfectly
deterrr.ines a one-to-one correspondence "betv/een 1 red. 1' . To prove
that we get the sace set of corresi-cnding points on 1 if we ts'k.e
1' in a diflerent position 1" of space, let the collinear set A",
AJ, Ay, , he congruent to A/, A^, A'3, . Then A^AIMIa^A'^
and the planes thru A^AjA'J^ and AgA^A'J intersect in a line C,C,UA,'A^
/I A3 A3 and A3A^* and A^ meet in Ci. This ^loint determines a pro-
jective one-tc-one corresponr' ence hetwoen 1' and 1. :!ow a fourth
point A'^ on 1' from C, is projecteri into k^^ , The plane thru A^C.Cj
v.'ill cut 1" in AJ^', so that AI^ \V C, Cg,. Hence in the correspondence
hetween 1" and 1, to A"^ corresponds the same point a^ on 1 in the
correspondence bet7*reen 1' and 1, The correspondence betv;een 1' and
1 is then independent of their relative position if two corre-
sponding points like Aj'snd Af coincide. It rem.ains then to be
shown thst the same cones, ondence hetween 1' and 1 is obtained if
two other corresponding points like A^and A^ coincide.
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Id j'lgure t Plate 4 plaoe 1 with the range A/A^A^A^
Into the position 1" ao that except aa position the r> nge
A7 A'!i A" A"m oon£ruent to the range on 1. Thru A V draw 1*
parallel to 1 ao th? t the original projection thru C cuts 1* in
A*, A\ A% aV . AS A\ A*- A* aJ = k\ A'JrA'V A'J and A'^ A^ = A.A,;
A? A" =A,A^, the triangle A" A'l A*, is similar to the triangle
A" A"^ A* and consequently A*A^' II A* A"^ . Considering the two
triangles A', A"^ A* and A I A'^ A* i t is apparent that the lines l',l",
and 1* joining corresponding vertices are concurrent, coftsequently
by Desergues theorem the points of intersection of corresponding
sides A^A* and A^'A* in C, A**A* and A^'A* being parallel in Coo, end
AJA' and A^'AL, in C" are collinear, 1 .e . C"C j( A"A* U A*A" .
Taking any other tv*ro corresponding points An. on 1 and A^n
on 1' there is again A* A!,; /I A* A'\ and A* A^\ and A* A'^ are con-
current at C, and A'|^ A^ passes thru C", so that we have the sarce
points of collinearlty C, C\ and for any triangles a\ AJ?, A*
and A^ A%^ . The lines joining corresponding points of the two
ranges pp. 1 and 1' are therefore again concurrent.
From this follows the theoreir. thst : If tv/o ranges .
A/ AgA ^L on 1 and A'AjA ', 0£ 1 ' are perspective and if 1'
be displaced so the t any of its points A* coincide wi th its
corresponding point AjOji 1 and so that the lines do not coincide
then the lines joining corresponding points on 1 and the new
position of 1' are concurrent ,
Tlaid shows that the one- to-eorrespondence between two lines
1 and 1' determined by assuming any three distinct points of 1,
A;AiA^and any three distinct points on 1' which in any order
A\ A\ A\ we let correspond to the first three points in the samxC^
order is unique. For any three points of the sequence A^ A^

on 1' corresponding to the sequence A^^A^A^ on 1 by ir.eana of thr
deterir.incd lineal one-to-one corresi-ondence , and th<.ir corresponding
points in the sequence on 1, when taken In the sarr-e order deteriElne
the same correspondence since it has A^A^AsOn 1 and ;J A'l &3
corresponding points, which proves the uniqueness of the theorem.
If projective point-sets are defined as tv/o point-sets
on 1 and 1' when the set on 1' results from the set on 1 by means
of a finite number of intermediate projections on lines
u',U", u*", u"",l' then the fact that the sets on 1 and 1'
are projective appears as a theorem from, the standpoint of the
foregoing. To demonstrate this theorem essume two distinct
perspective pencils 3»A B C D and o'«A'B'C'D' , anci let
any line u distinct from this axis s cut the first pencil in the
set ABC D . Then.^'igure 1 Plate 5, there exists one and only
one direction such that any line u' vith this direction cuts the
second pencil in a similar set A'B'C . To prove this assume
that 3, 3', and s are not co|)lanar. Connect 3 with 3-* and thru u
pass a plane parallel to 33'. This plane will cut the plane thru 3'
and s in a line u'; and the planes determined by 33 'A, 33 'B, 33 'C and
3S'D in s set of parallel lines A, A,', B^B}
,
C/ C' , DjL/ , and hence
A'; B7 c;' DI' CO ,:,'B,C,v, and as u' is parallel to u'*
A', B', C/' BJ' o9 A'! B7 C; D/' and finally
a; b', c; d; co a, b, c, d, .
When the two pencils are coplanar they may always be
considered as a parallel projection of two non-coplanar pencils
which does not destroy the stated property of the pencils.
Prom this theorem it is possible to establish the
following: Two pencils V7hich are cut by two lines in t\70 similar
I

rang;rs arc | ro jrctl ve , ;i_.e. thoy r.ny always be placod In
perspective posi tion
.
n vlgure 1 ; late 5 let A B C D on u and
A'B'C'D' on u' be two similar ranges. Then there exists a line
u" parallel to u' which cuts the pencil 3'-A'B'C'I)' in a set
A"B"C"D" congruent to the set A B C D ©h-u. Displacing the pencil
3'*A'E'C'D' in such a icarr.rr that the yet on u" coincides v/i th
the set on u, a new pencil S"» A" *B" ' C" 'D" '-- id obtained which
is congruent to tjje pencil S'^A'B'C'D'- and in perspective with
the first pencil with u as an axis.
If in figure I : late 6 the perspective sets (1) and (u')
on the pencil (3), (u') and {u'M on the pencil (3') , (u") and (u"')
on the pensil (3" land finally {u""; and (1') on the pencil (3^"^) are
considered then it is alv/nys possible, by the first of the tv/o ;
theorems established to find on (3') a set (v'i co(l), on (3") a
set (v") cn9 (vM, on (3'") a set (v"')co(v") and finally on (3^"^) a
set (vf^j which is similar to the set (1) j^nd. perspective to the set
(IM. If in figure 2, Plate 6 w^"' be drawn parallel to v^^, then
(w^"') CN£? (v*^) and consequently oo(l). Displacing the pencil ( J^"^)
with the attached sets (1'/ and (vj'^^) and (vf^^) so that a' coincide
with A, v/hile the rest of the figure remains fixed v/e obtain three
concurrent sets with three coincident co rresi.onding toints ;. ',s.nd
In the new position, Figure 1 Plate 7, the sets (v;'"') and (Ij
being similar, the lines joining B and 13", C and C", D and L",
so^e all parallel, while those of E' and B". C and C", D' and D",---
are concurrent at 3^. By Lesargue's theorem the joins of and L'
,
C and C , D btA D', , are concurrent at a point 3*, which
proves the theorem:.
ITo m^atter by what kind of intern edi£ te projections we pass
from the set (1; to the set (1?;, the ultim.ate set (v") is always
I

sln:ilar td (1), But two aiunlar sots are ir, a onc-to*»or.e corroLyond-
ence, so that to the set A B C I) corresponds a pencil j'*'' and
conversely. But Ir: a pnrspoct-i vo in:o in 1', v<""'ar.(i v/f"iiic jat^tt- r
what the last set wMint^y be, to the point D" oGiTeLipohu.j the
same point D', when D on 1 is fixed. To prove thin conaider \?:io
:io s -i t i n 3 w *^ an .• ^ d re sul t i n fro 1 1 t-vo 1 ffe r r r. t :3 e t j o f
projections, Figure 2 Plate 7. ij'roja jjesarj^ues throrem foliov/a tjiat
if tho fiJTst 3ot froi!i a point jj on 1 ieaij to D" on and 'JLua here
to on 1,'then the second set leads from D on 1 to D'" on and
from here to the same point D' on 1',
Chapter YI
The proof of the fundamental theorem of Projective
Geometry in the anf lytic plane can br established as follows: We
establish a one-to-one correspondence betvceen the points of a given
plane and the ratios ^'and -^'' of three numbers x,, Xj, and x^, which
do not all vanish sim.ultaneously, such that to a straight line in a
plane shall correspond a linear equation between the three numbers
X,
» Xi, Xg, We designate by ^ the totality of homogeneous groups
of values x,, Xj^, x^. Such a group x,, x^, in ^\ except for a
proportionality fpctor we shall define as an analytic point ; the
totality of analytic points that satisfy a hom.ogcneous linear
equation = a/X,+-aa x/a^Xg^ o , where a,, a^, and a^ are constants as an
f
analytic straight and a systen ^ defined in this m.anner an analytic
do tted plame »
In the dualistic of the foregoing we establish a one-tc-
one correspondence between the straight lines of a given plane and
the ratios and ^^of three nun.bers u,, u,, and u , which do not all
Vanish simiultaneously , such that to a point in the plane shall

oorrespond n linear equintion brtwren the three nurnbere u,
,
u^, end
U3. '.Ve designate by il' the totality of horf.og-eneouc groups of vrlueo
u, , u 3 and define such a group In Ci! as an Qni^jly tl c strai g ht of
which u,,Uj^,U3 are the honogeneous coordinates; the totality of
analytic straights satisfying a linear equation au ^ u,+ a^^ u^ a^ u^- ,
where a,,aj,a^are constant
,
as fib analy ti c poi n t pnd a system -O-'
defined in this iTianner as an analytic rul ed plene .
By means of a parametric representation of points and
line* it is possible to verify all the axioms of Projective
Geometry for both these planes and also to establish the follov/ing
theorem.s :
(a) The cross-ratio of the param.eters of four collinear points is
equal to the cros$-r©ifcios of the four points formed in the same
order.
(b) The cross-ratios of the param-eters of four concurrent straights
is equal to the cross-ratios of the four concurrent straights
taken in the same order.
All the axioms of projective Gecm.etry may be verified in
the analytic plane and therefore the cross-ratio of four collinear
points or that of four concurrent strai^-hts m.ay be defined
independently of theii param.eteis
,
i.e. independently of the
psrallel axiom.. A one-to-one correspondence may also be established
between the analytic plane and a pto jecti ve plf-ne of which the
plane of intuition appearing to us as an Euclidean plane, is m.erely
a special ease. In i^'igure 1 Plate 8 assumiC a triangle A^A^A^and in
it a lOint E and denote by Ei the point of intersection of the line
A/ E and A4A3and by E^the point of intersection of the lines A^^E
and A, A3. With A3, E^. A, associate the numbers 0, 1, snd coand witL
A3,E/,Ajthe numbers Q, 1. on the X-axis and Y-axis respectively.
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By the Indies ted ne t-cor.3 trnction , which is indeprndent of the.
pt!r>illel axiom all inte^:ers nnd by 8 auLsnquont eytenaion all
ration.' 1 nuiLbera can be cor.a true ted on the X- and Y-&xeo. Introduc-
inf Dedekind's axjorr. of continiiity, rvf.ry point on CX and OY el? y be
madr to represent a definite rejil nuiber. Any point on CX is now
defined by a reel nun.ber which is '^qual to the cross-ratio,
Like-ise on OY
(A2A3E,?, ) = I3 ^ y.
;Vhen P,and P^are obtained by the intersection of A,P and A^P with
A^ ijand .A^Aj, v/here ? is any point of the plane , then x and y are
the two rr.odifjed Cartesian coordin-r tesby which, conversely p is
perfectly dc terrr.ined . Vi'hen P liea on a straight we hjr ve,
"u, X,
-r u,x., + "u^Xj- or x+"u, y-jL/^O
Eence the one-to-one ccrreapondence between the projective and the
analytic planes is corripletely determined. All the propositions
proved for the analytic plane hold for the projective plane. '.Ve are
therefore justified to use the georretric terLinology also for the
analytic plane, elthoui|h all the developments are now analytic. The
projective plane as defined may be considered as t perspective of
an ordinary Cartesian pl^-ne, whose infinite region projects into
A/ A 5 and the X-axis into A^A, and the Y-axis into A3 A 2^ and the unit
points on the Cartesian coordinates into and E/.
Two distinct ranges of collinear points or pencils of
concurrent straights, are said to be projective when the cross-ratio
of any four elements of the first is equal to the cross-ratio of the
four corresponding elements in the second.

In the case of two jrojective ran^ca , let , A^, A
with the parenieters / be "ny four ^^oirtD oi' the lirst
renge ? nd A/, A^
,
Aj , A' with the parame ters , ^J.^J, X' the
four corresponoinf i;oints of the 3( cond range, Thoi,
,
according to
the definition we have (A/A^'AjA') = (A,A^A^A ), or
This ).ay be writter. in the forrr.
aaTaW/I.-Ai) + aW a.) ^ \ '3 xSj
tA CV^VJX.-At) + X>'3 ( Az- A:»J -v A'sVi^ ^3 - A.)j
" A'CX-X.CX'. - A".) X^a;- A',)i- A,Aa X'3- X'jJ
+ a,a; r AxX'i - Xz>3) + Xx Ak(A=,x, ~ A3a.) t x. x.xv-a;ao ^ c>
or if we put for the coefficients of AA'» A' X' ^^"^ ahsol\;te
terrr respectively C,-b, -d, and -b,
cAA' - aA + d\'- b = (2 J
Solving for x ' v/e get,
a'=Ht^ ''''
From this it is seen that when three distinct points
A/, A^. Aj of one range are given snd any three distinct points
of another ran^e correspond to then in a definite creler a), A'^, A
'
^
then a definite projcctlvlty "between therr. may be established, and
the two parameters ^'andXof any other two corresp'onding points
are connected by a bilinear equation of the fori (E) or by a linear
fractionsl expression (3), Evidently such a relation is uniquely
determined by three distinct pairs of corresponding points. 7/e shall
prove that the same prcjrctlve correspondence between the two
projective ranges is ottained by taking any other three distinct

2b
points X/, X^. ''^301' the first rr.ng-r ftnr' the three corresponding
points X/, X
'3^,
Xrj on the second ron^e su thai
(A/^A,'X;) - (A,:.J.^X;)=A- ^-1. 2, ^, 4, (4)
To show that X/ and X'/ and A;and i - 1, 2, ii) determine the sarr.e
pro jecti vi ty , determine the corresponding point X' of a foi:rth
point X ir. the projectivity (X,-,X'; ), so that
( X / X 3 XJ X ) - ( - ^ / j X ^ ' ) •
Fron theoren; (bj r-nd (^.\ follov/s
(x;x;x;x' ) = (",X;,x,x )
,
so thr.t in both pro jccti v: ties (A;, A') and (X/,XV) , i^l, 2, ,3.
to the point X corresponds thr ser, e point X'. A projjocti ve relation
between two ranges is therefoie ur.icuely deteru-ined. by three
distinct pairs of corresponding points. The sace is tr^e of two
pencils ol lines. Let X/, X X3 and X}, X
'2^,
X'^ each be a group of
three distinct ccllinear points, that are fixed, while X / and X*/
are two points such that (X.VXiXj'Z' k (X ,X^:^^X ) or that A'' - y^/
then we hrye again
u _ ^y^-t /? i - 1, 2, ;3,
or
where c<, /j, y , j^, are constants depending on the fixed points.
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Ch&pter VJI
The K- in difficulty In es tabl' shj nr the ftmdair.ental
theoreiL of Projective Geoir.ctr. upon a gebmetrlc basis has been in
the establi shrr.ent of the continuity of a line. J'ot thi a reason a
short historical sketch of the continuity Idea will be given.
The Idea of continuity was known to the Greek g-eorr.e ters
.
They used It In the theory of proportions in overcoming' the
difficulty presented when the segments In proportion were incommen-
surable. The idea here used corresponds to the postulate of
Archimedes, that If tv/o segments are given, then there always exists
a mAiltlple of the smaller which exceeds the larger,
i^'rom a modern point of view the idea contained Ir. the
postulate of Archimedes is nothing more than the possibility of
representing every segment of a line by a number, rational or
irrational. In 1872 G. Cantor announced the follovi^ing postulate of
continuity:* If there exist? upon a rectilinear segment OM two
unlimited sequences of segments A/on the one part and Q AV on the
other such that the segmionts C A increase while those of C A'
decrease and such thf t the segments A4A,', A;.A'2. AvjA'^
decrease so as tc tend to become smaller than any arbitrary small
segment, then there exists upon the segment OM a point X such that
X is greater than any . t of the segments of the first sequence
and smaller than any of the segments of the second sequence.
The postulate of continuity as accepted at present is that
given by R. Dediklndt* If a segment of a line is divided into t7;o
parts such that every point of the segment belongs to one of the
parts and such that the point A belongs to the first and the point b
to the second and such that every point of the first part precedes
*Math. Ann. 5(ie72) vslrlb 128.
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every point of the second part, then there exiats one »ind only one
i)Olnt X ot the sefment AB, which ir.ay I. along to one of the partj,
such that every point of the segment that precede^ 1 belongs to the
first and every point that succeeds i t to the seconi part.
Chapter VIII.
As has been noted the first effort concerning the
fundamental theorem of projective Geometry, i.e. that given by
Stein^*r was based upon cross-ratio. This is a mietric relation and
hence can not br taken as a proof in the strict sense. While it is
true that cross-ratio i s an invariant in projection and henco the
fact that t7/o projective forms have the same cross-ratio follows
as a consequence of pro jecti vi ty, but since it is metric in nature
it can not be taken as a basis for determiining projcctivity if
pro jecti vity is to be purely geomietric.
In the proof
-
as given by V. Staudt the fundamental idea
is that of harm.onic division. This is purely geom-etric and hence
suffices to determine the -fourth harmonic element to any three
arbitrary elemients of e definite order. However, in order that it
be possible to enter all segments of a line by repeated harmiOnic
construction, the continuity of a line must be admitted as well as
the idea of a limiting point. If the idea of a limiting point and
the continuity of a lino be admitted, then the Harmonic constructior
it possible to construct the corresponding element in the second of
two projective forms providing the order of the correspondence of
the three pairs of elements to which the fourth is harm.onic, is
considered. In the particular forffi of projection as considered by
V. Staudt the idea of order according to Dsrboux is a consequence
of projection since the projection is considered as exi.-ting a

priori, ir the construction is to be u.b.Ag then clfiurly the ord^^r
of CO rres ! ondence must be considered.
The proof given by Keye differs fron, that of v. 3taudt
in that the projectivity is not coi.sidrred as existing a priori biit
in showing that it is always possible to >-io associate any three
arbitrary elements of the one form to any three arbitrary elemionts
of a second form so that they correspond in any order. Hence when a
fourth elem.ent of one form of a given order Is determined , then
the corresponding fourth element in the second forma is uniquely
determined by a lineal or projective construction.
Reye also shows that if two form.s are projective then to
every continuous succession of elements in the one form there
corresponds a continuous succession of elements in the second of the
formes. Bymeans of this it is easily shown that three pairs of self-
corresponding
,
or double elem.ents determine an identical projection
Reye shov/s this by shovving that to a continuous miOtion describing
the continuous succession of elements In the first form, there
corresponds a continuous motion in the second form, which also
describes a continuous succession of elem.ents in the second of the
formiS
.
The proof given by .Veierstrass Is the first one to deal
only v/j th projections rnd sections, Metric concepts are introduced
in this proof. 'l\vo forms are define'l as protective when they are
the extremes of a sequence of perspec ti vi ties. The proof is based
upon the idea of persi^ective triangles, paralleli sm^, and similar
projective fcrm.s. The proof is rather simiple after the six auxil-
iary theorems have beon established. These however are long and
laborious. At first thought it appears that the idea of continuity
does not enter this proof but when the order of the similar sets is

considered it appears in the diaK.ui«ed fore of ri.oLjon. In this
proof' the idc? of parallal lines Is used in defining i;iir.ile.r i-ro-
jective forrs.
H. Wlene/ havS shown that by means of n.etric considera-
tions the fundBnental thoorrn. of irojective Georr.etry can he
established by rr.eans of Desarguo's theorerr. and i'appus ' thooreir with-
out rr.aking: use of the idea of continuity. This proof has been
established by h\ Schur,**
Irojectivity r.ay slso be defined as a lineal one-to-one
correspondence between two forms of the first kind. By a lineal one-
to-onr correspondence is understood the establishment of such a
correspondence by means which depend only upon the drawing of
straight lines. The proof of the fundamental theorem, based upon this
definition n.fkes T:se of homiOlogcus triangles and similar point sets.
In this proof it is shown that r^ny three arbitrary elem.ents of one
form, can be associated in any order with my three arbitrary
elements of the second form, and th&t if any two corresponding
elements are placed in coincidence, the resulting prcjectivity is
the same provided the order i s the sam,e. iTom this it follows that
three pairs of corresponding elem.ents and their order of correspon-
dence uniquely determ-ine the one-to-one cci respondencc of ;^i:ojective
form.s. The uniqueness of this proof is also shown in the fact that
all the axiom-s and theoren.s of Projective Geom.etry can be verified
in the analytic plane as has beer, shown in chapter VI.
Math. Ver. 1(1890) p and 5(1892) p 70.
** Math. Ann. 51(1899) pp 401-7.
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